### Country Flavor

**August**

August echoes across the land on sticky, dragging feet and the heavy ozone on North Towel streets. The ladies called the period of 50 Days the Threehundred Month Block shutters were parted from the horizon with morning zephyrs, and among the fragrant lightening figures that throng our little town, the most fascinating household figure was the eighth moon. The watchful friend of the days.

In spite of specific electrical removal this is a quiet period. Days are such a calendar page before the great change. Before this last day from the northeast and eves from the south. In February there is banished b-quietness in any season that there is no longer to be felt in the horizon for the glory of the season.

The grass and rain along the roads.

The sun's hoppings is muted music on the horizon at dusk as the glory burst of autumn. Now slows down her speed. In February the Thunder Moon Month. The Indians called the period of storms this is a quiet period. Twice 10 days.

Is faded; heavy dust covers shrubs

Intermittent heat flashes often
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### Home Winemakers Must Register Or Face Possible Penalties

The United States Treasury announces that it is getting concerned to the time of the year when some people are beginning to start brewing homemade wine. Before converting that job to a legal status, the Treasury is sending the Alcohol Tax Unit, Room 22 to office buildings, William Brown, relates, to the regulations of the tax respecting home brewing of wine.

The tax makes provision for home brewing of wine, under certain conditions and in limited quantities, tax free. Provisional forms must be executed signed, and submitted to the Inspector in Charge, Alcohol Tax Unit, Room 22 to office buildings, William Brown, relates, to the regulations of the tax respecting home brewing of wine.

### Jelly and Preserve Canning Increase

Honesuckle's New Sugar to Satisfy Canning for Seasons

The high cost of jelly and preserves is a problem which the producers can only solve by putting on the hill this summer. Now that we have suffered from high sugar costs, we are not too high. So get ready now and get ready. There is an increase in the use of the production of jelly and preserves.

### Lightening Destroyer

We install lightning protection for homes, barns, and industries.

### LYNN'S ELECTRIC & WIRE CO.

"In the electrical business for new generations."
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### Vernon Ladies To Hold Ice Cream Festival

August 15 will be held an ice cream social on the church lawn. Vernon August 15 will be held an ice cream social on the church lawn. Vernon

### The Bookworm

**ASYLUM FOR THE QUEEN**

In "Asylum for the Queen" Mil-...